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ABSTRACT
Missing Data are question without answer or variables without observation. Missing Data can be treacherous because it is difficult to identify the problem. Numerous industrial and research database include missing values. It is not uncommon to encounter database that have up to half of the entries missing making it very difficult to mine them using data analysis method that can work only with complete data. Missing Value or data result in bias that impacts on the quality of learned patterns or/and performance. Missing Data Imputation is a key issue in learning from incomplete data. Mixture kernel based iterative estimator is advocated to impute mixed-attribute data sets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Missing data imputation aims at providing estimations for missing values by reasoning from observed data. Because missing values can result in bias that impacts on the quality of learned patterns or/and the performance of classifications and missing data imputation has been a major factor in learning from incomplete data. Different techniques have been developed with for dealing with missing values in database with their independent attributes is all either continuous or discrete. These imputation algorithms cannot be applied to many real data sets, because these data sets are often with both continuous and discrete independent attributes. These heterogeneous data sets are referred to as mixed-attribute data sets and their independent attributes are called as mixed independent attributes. To fulfill the above practical requirement, this paper studies a new setting of missing data imputation, i.e., imputing missing data in mixed-attribute data sets. In almost any research performed there is a potential for missing or incomplete data. The issues with the missingness is that nearly all classic and modern techniques assume or require complete data most common statistical packages default to least desirable option for dealing with missing data: deletion of the case from the analysis. Methods for dealing with missing values can be classified into three categories by following the idea from: 1) Case deletion, 2) learning without handling of missing values, and 3) missing value imputation. The case deletion is to simply omit those cases with missing values and only to use the remaining instances to finish the learning assignments. The second approach is to learn without handling of missing data, such as Bayesian Networks method or Artificial Neural Networks method. Different from the former two, missing data imputation method advocates filling in missing values before a learning application. Missing data imputation is a procedure that replaces the missing values with some plausible values. While the imputation method is regarded as a more popular strategy.

Missing Data are question without answer or variables without observation. Missing Data can be treacherous because it is difficult to identify the problem. Numerous industrial and research database include missing values. Missing information can diminish the confidence on the concepts learned from data. It is not uncommon to encounter database that have up to half of the entries missing making it very difficult to mine them using data analysis method that can work only with complete data. Missing Value or data result in bias that impacts on the quality of learned patterns or/and performance. When correct and mismeasured data are obtained for a sample of the observations, it is obviously possible to estimate the parameters relating the results to the covariate of interest. Realistic models for the mis-measurement process are difficult to construct. We propose an easily implemented method that is nonparametric with respect to the mis-measurement process and that is applicable when mis-
measurement is due to the problem of incomplete missing data, errors in variables, or use of not so perfect surrogate covariates.

Missing Data Imputation is a key issue in learning from incomplete data. Missing Data imputation is an important step in the process of machine learning and data mining when certain values are missed. Mixture kernel based iterative estimator is advocated to impute mixed-attribute data sets. Even a small amount or percentage of missing data can cause a serious problem with your analysis leading you to draw wrong conclusions. Imputation method allows to use standard complete-data methods, Can incorporate data collector’s knowledge to reflect the uncertainty about imputed values (sampling variability and uncertainty about the reasons for no response) Increases efficiency of estimation Provides valid inferences (for variance estimators) under an assumed model for no response.

Allows one to study sensitivity to various models. In real life application missing values imputation is an actual and challenging problem confronted by machine learning and data mining.

The figures describes the flow of how it will work step by step, firstly we have to collect the data, as we know numerous industrial and research database include missing values. It is not uncommon to encounter database that have up to half of the entries missing making it very difficult to mine them using data analysis method that can work only with complete data. After loading the data sets that have missing values we have to perform the pre-imputation process, in pre-imputation process values are being imputed in the place of missing values, so that further process can be carried out. And that is what kernel function is being applied to it, and after performing kernel function some filtering work is done and then what we get is the final imputed data base.

II. NONPARAMETRIC ITERATIVE IMPUTATION METHOD

Before presenting the new imputation algorithm first recall the previous work which reported on kernel functions for discrete attributes. Then, a mixture kernel function is proposed by combining a discrete kernel function with a continuous kernel function. Furthermore, a new estimator is constructed based on the mixture kernel, develops novelty kernel estimators for discrete and continuous target values, respectively. In further section the nonparametric iterative imputation algorithm is extended from a single kernel to a mixture of kernels, and the nonparametric iterative imputation algorithm is designed and simply analyzed.

Single Imputation Using Kernel Function

This module shows about the kernel function. After getting the basic imputation, then apply the kernel function separately for both the discrete and continuous attributes. Then integrate both the discrete and kernel function to get the mixture kernel function.

1) Discrete Kernel Function

$L(X^d_{i1}, X^d_{i2}) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } X^d_{i1} = X^d_{i2} \\ \lambda & \text{if } X^d_{i1} \neq X^d_{i2} \end{cases}$

Where,

$X^d_i$ -- Discrete Variable or attributes

$\lambda$ -- Smoothing Parameter normally discrete attributes are contains a binary format values example is either it will be 0 or 1.so for this step, the output will shows about the similar values as the imputation for the missing values by taking one attribute as a relation.

2) Continuous Kernel Function

$K(x - X_i / h)$

$K(.)$ is a merker kernel, i.e., positive definite kernel.

3) Mixture Kernel Function

$L(X^d_{i1}, X^d_{i2}, \lambda) = K(X^d_{i1}, X^d_{i2}, \lambda)$

Where, $h > 0$ and $\lambda > 0$ ($\lambda$, $h$ is the smoothing parameter for the discrete and continuous kernel function, respectively).

$K_{\lambda,h}$ -- symmetric probability density function.

$K(x - X_i / h)$ -- Continuous Kernel Function
L(Xi, xid, λ) -- Discrete Kernel Function

Constructing the Estimator and Iterative Imputation

Construct the estimator, separately for continuous and discrete. Estimator is nothing but, it attempts to approximate the unknown parameter using the measurements. Then by the idea of the estimator calculate the iterative value for each attributes by using the formula. The iterative method explains that all the imputed values are used to impute subsequent missing values, i.e., the (t+1)th (t≥1) iteration imputation is carried out based on the imputed results of the tth imputation, until the filled-in values converge or begin to cycle or satisfy the demands of the users. Normally first imputation is single imputation. It cannot provide valid, standard confidence intervals. Therefore running extra (imputation) iterative imputation based on the first imputation is reasonable and necessary for better dealing with the missing values. Since the second iteration imputation is carried out based on the former imputed results. Here, a stopping criterion is designed for nonparametric iterations. With t imputation times, there will be (t-1) chains of iterations. Note that the first imputation won’t be considered when talking about the convergence because the final results will be decided mainly by imputation from the second imputation. Of course, the result in the first imputation always generates, to some extent, effects for the final results.

Iterative Kernel Estimator for Continuous Target Variable.

The kernel estimator, ^mxP, for continuous missing target values m(x) for data sets with mixed independent attributes is defined as follows:

=1

Iterative Kernel Estimator for Discrete Target Variable

Let Dy=(0,1----Cy-1) denote the range of m(x), one could estimate m(x) by

III. ALGORITHM DESIGN

In this approach, the ith missing value is denoted by MVi and the imputed value of MVi in ith iteration imputation is regarded as MVi. From the algorithm, all the imputed values are used to impute subsequent missing values, i.e.,(t+1)ith (t≥1) iteration imputation is carried out based on the imputed results of the ith imputation, until the filled-in values converge or begin to cycle or satisfy the demands of the users.

//the first imputation

FOR each MVi in Y

MV1 = mode ( S in Y);//if Y is discrete variable

MV1 = mean ( S in Y);//if Y is continuous variable

END FOR

// t-th iteration of imputation (t>1)

t=1;

REPEAT

i++;

FOR each MV$_i$ in Y

MV$_i$ = MV$_{i-1}$, pє S, p!=i

MV$_i$ from Eq. (1) // if discrete variable
MV$_i$ from Eq. (2) // if continuous

variable END FOR UNTIL

|CA$_t$ - CA$_{t-1}$| >= $\varepsilon$ // if discrete variable

Convergence or Cycling // if continuous variable

In the first iteration of imputation in the above algorithm, all the missing values are imputed using the mean for continuous attributes and mode for discrete ones. Using the mean or mode of an attribute to replace missing values is a popular imputation method in machine learning and statistics. However, imputing the mean or mode will be valid only if the data set is chosen from a population with a normal distribution. This is usually not possible for real applications because the real distribution of a data set is not known in advance. On the other hand, single imputation cannot provide valid errors and confidence intervals, since it ignores the uncertainty implicit in the fact that the imputed values are not the actual values. So, running extra iteration-imputations based on the first imputation is reasonable and necessary for better dealing with the missing values. Since the second iteration of imputation, each of iteration imputation is carried out based on earlier imputed results with the nonparametric kernel estimator. During the imputation process, when the missing value is imputed, all other missing values are regarded as observed values. The iteration imputation for missing continuous attributes will be end up when the filled-in values converge or begin to cycle, and for discrete missing values, the imputation algorithm will be terminated if $|CA_i - CA_{i-1}| \geq \varepsilon$ this condition satisfy.

where $\varepsilon$ is a nonnegative constant specified by users;

The classification accuracy for the $t^{th}$ imputation is denoted by CA$_t$. Then the period of iteration of the algorithm is $t$ for imputing a discrete missing attribute because the first imputation has been finished.

IV. IMPACT FACTOR

The main and foremost data mining process deals with projection, approximation, classification, pattern recognition. Therefore, the significance of the analysis depends heavily on the accuracy of the data set and on the chosen sample data to be used for training and testing. The problem of missing data must be addressed since ignoring this problem can introduce bias into the models being evaluated and lead to inaccurate data mining conclusions. The objective of this research is to address the impact of missing data on the data mining process.

V. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION:

In this paper, a consistent kernel regression has been proposed for imputing missing values in a mixed-attribute data set. The mixture kernel-based iterative nonparametric estimators are proposed against the case that data sets have both continuous and discrete isolated attributes. It utilizes all available revealed information, including reveal information in incomplete instances with missing values, to impute missing values, whereas existing imputation methods use only the observed information in complete instances i.e. without missing values.

In future, we plan to further explore global or local kernel functions, instead of the existing ones, in order to achieve better extrapolation and interpolation abilities in learning algorithms. And also Impact factor can be shown with the help of report generation.
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